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EXPERIENCES IN CHURCHILL, MANITOBA
ABSTRACT

This student poster presentation examines the influence of viewing social media content
during the pre-trip phase of the travel process on visitor experiences at tourist destination areas. Specifically,
I am investigating how tourists compare their travel experiences with their initial image of Churchill, Manitoba,
- a tourist destination renowned for its wildlife and natural scenery – based on viewing social media content
before their trip. Data collection will consist of conducting exit interviews with 20-30 tourists at the Churchill
Airport and Churchill train station as travelers are leaving the destination to return home after they have fulfilled
their travel experiences. Preliminary findings are forthcoming as data collection will occur in August 2016.
The study’s background and how the findings can contribute to tourism practice are briefly discussed here.

Social media has altered society in ways we could have never imagined. Social networking sites
including Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram have shaped the way we interact with friends, family,
and organizations. These sites have also influenced how we spend our leisure time. An advantage
of social media is it provides individuals with the ability to stay connected with friends/family and to
share personal experiences through photos/status updates, including while on vacation. In effect,
social media “has democratized the image creation and dissemination process” (Lo, McKercher,
Lo, Cheung, & Law, 2011, p. 726) in that it can influence destination image and shape expectations
of trip experiences that may vary from those promoted by traditional forms of marketing. Given the
fact that engagement with social media can take place at any point during the travel experience
(pre-trip phase, during the trip, and post-trip phase), “tourism marketers can no longer ignore the
role of social media without risking to become irrelevant” (Xiang & Gretzel, 2010, p. 186).
While there has been growth of academic publications on social media and tourism in recent years,
the pre-trip stage and how tourists use social media to plan their trips is primarily considered (Zeng
& Gerritsen, 2014). Limited research considers how using social media during one phase of the
travel process can influence another phase; specifically, how viewing social media during the pretrip phase can influence the post-trip phase. Although this information may not appear to be useful
from a tourism supplier perspective, as they have already received the financial investment from
the traveler, it could potentially have an impact on future business, including customer loyalty.
The purpose of this research, then, is to examine the influence of social media on visitor
experiences at tourist destination areas. Specifically, I am investigating how tourists who are
beginning their post-trip phase compare their travel experiences with their initial image of Churchill,
Manitoba (renowned for its mega fauna such as polar bears and beluga whales, as well as
considered a prime destination for viewing the natural phenomenon of aurora borealis/northern
lights) based on viewing social media content before their trip. Data collection will consist of
conducting 20-30 minute exit interviews, using open-ended questions, with 20-30 tourists at the
Churchill Airport and Churchill train station as travelers are leaving the destination to return home
after they have fulfilled their travel experiences. I will be interviewing participants who: a) are firsttime visitors (as repeat visitors will likely have an image of the destination shaped by previous
experience) and; b) viewed social media content of Churchill during the pre-trip phase of the travel
experience. Data analysis will broadly consist of preparing and organizing the data (transcripts
from audio interviews), coding and reducing the data into meaningful themes and combining the
codes into broader categories, and presenting the data in the form of a discussion. Preliminary
findings are forthcoming as data collection will occur in August 2016.
Findings from this research will be significant in that they can allow tourism suppliers to better
understand travel experiences of tourists who view social media content before traveling, which
can help guide tourism marketing efforts. In addition, since travelers share their tourism
experiences via word of mouth, it can inform tourism organizations regarding what visitors think
about Churchill and its services. This study can also serve as a springboard for future research,
including the examination of additional destinations and employing alternative methods of data
collection, which can further contribute to our knowledge of the role of social media in tourism.
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